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Ž .Let G, K be a classical symmetric pair defined by the involution u on G. Let
Ž .g , k be the corresponding Lie algebras. Given a u-stable Borel subalgebra b we
Ž H H. Ž .determine a dense K-orbit in K b lk . In the case when G, K is of type AIII?
or BDI, we use this information to compute the harmonic polynomial determined
by the associated cycle of a large discrete series representation. Q 1998 Academic
Press
INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let G, K be a classical symmetric pair defined by the involution u on
Ž .G. Let g , k be the corresponding Lie algebras. We denote by X the flag
variety of G and by g the projection T*X ; X = g* “ g*. Let b be a
u-stable Borel subalgebra of g. The present paper discusses several topics
Ž H.related to the geometry of the nilpotent variety N k . Our original
motivation was to compute the associated variety of a discrete series
w xrepresentation, a problem which was solved by Chang 3 for real rank-one
groups.
In the first section we prove a general result on the structure of the
y1Ž . Ž H.variety g O , where O is a K-orbit in N k . This can be viewed as an
Ž .analogue of the result of Steinberg for the symmetric pair G = G, G ,
where G is a complex linear group. In the second section we consider the
Ž H H.subvariety K b lk and characterize the K-orbit O with the property?
that O l b H lk H is dense in b H lk H . The characterization is given in
terms of the signed Young tableau of the orbit O. In the third section we
combine the results of the first two sections to compute the associated
cycle of a discrete series representation whose associated variety is the
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Ž .closure of a principal K-orbit. We are assuming that G, K is of type AIII
or BDI. In fact it does not seem to be possible to extend the method of
Ž .computation to the other symmetric pairs except trivially to CI .
At the end we mention that the results of the first two sections could be
used to obtain the information about the irreducible components of the
y1Ž .fibers g x , for non-principal elements x as well. The problem is that in
this case the irreducible components can be described over dense open
subsets, and it is not clear how to use this information to compute the
associated cycle.
1. THE PREIMAGE OF K-ORBIT UNDER THE
MOMENT MAP
1.1. Let G be a real linear group, u : G “ G a Cartan involution,R R R
Ž . Ž .and K the fixed point set of u . Put G s G , K s K , g sR R C R C R
Ž . Ž .Lie G , g s Lie G . Denote also by u the induced Cartan involution onR
g resp. g and letR
g s k q s resp. g s k q sR R R
be the corresponding Cartan decomposition. Denote by N ; g the variety
Ž .of nilpotent elements and set N s s N l s. Let X be the flag variety of
g and let
g : T* X “ g*Ž .
be the moment map of a G-homogeneous space X.
Ž .Fix a nondegenerate invariant form ?, ? on g , positive definite on sR R
and negative definite on k . We will use it to identify g and g*. InR
H Ž .particular, in this way s identifies with k and N s with the set of
nilpotent forms in k H .
1.2. Given an algebraic group H we shall denote by H o the connected
component of the identity. We consider first the case when K is con-
y1Ž .nected. Recall that g s is an equidimensional variety of dimension
dim X. Furthermore
Uy1g s s T X,Ž . D Z
Z
where Z runs through the set of K-orbits in X and represents the
y1Ž .decomposition of the variety g s into the irreducible components.
Before stating the next lemma recall that by the results of Spaltenstein
y1Ž . Ž .and Steinberg, the Springer fiber g x x g s is equidimensional of
w xdimension equal 8 :
1
y1dim g x s dim X y dim G. x .Ž .
2
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Ž . y1Ž .LEMMA 1.1. Let O s K. x be a K-orbit in N s . Then g O is equidi-
mensional of dimension dim X. Moreo¤er, if D is an irreducible component
y1Ž . y1Ž .of g O then D s K.C for an irreducible component C of g x .
y1Ž .Proof. Observe that g O decomposes as
gy1 O s K .gy1 x s K .C ,Ž . Ž . D
C
y1Ž .where C varies over the set of irreducible components of g x . By our
assumptions K is connected and therefore K.C is irreducible. Next we
shall compute the dimension of K.C. The restriction of g to K.C is a
submersive map with fibers isomorphic to
K .C l gy1 x s Z x .C.Ž . Ž .K
1Ž .Here Z x denotes the centralizer of x in K. Since dim O s dim G. x itK 2
follows that
1
dim K .C s dim O q dim C s dim O q dim X y dim G. x s dim X .ž /2
Both claims now follow immediately.
1.3. We are continuing to assume that K is connected. Consider the
decomposition
gy1 s s gy1 O ,Ž . Ž .D
Ž .where O varies over the set of K-orbits in N s . Given a K-orbit Z on X
we conclude by Subsection 1.2 that
UT X s K .C,Z
y1Ž .for a K-orbit O s K. x and an irreducible component C of g x . Since g
is proper we have
Ug T X s O.Ž .Z
1.4. Now we consider the general case, i.e., we drop the assumption
that K is connected. Let Z be a K-orbit on X. Then there is x g s such
UoŽ . Ž .that K. K . x s g T X . This impliesZ
UK . x s g T X .Ž .Z
y1Ž .PROPOSITION 1.2. There is an irreducible component C of g x with the
property
UK .C s T X.Z
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The component C satisfies
Uy1g x l T X s Z x .C s z .C.Ž . Ž . DZ K
Ž .zgC xK
Ž . Ž . Ž .oHere C x denotes the component group Z x rZ x .K K K
Proof. Let z s 1, z , . . . , z be the representatives for KrK o. Set1 2 l
Z s K o.b , where b g Z and write1
Z s Z j z .Z j ??? j z .Z .1 2 1 l 1
y1Ž .By Subsection 1.3 we may choose an irreducible component C of g x
U oso that T Xs K .C. Then we haveZ1
U o oT X s z .K .C j ??? j z .K .C s K .C.Z 1 l
So O s K. x. Since g is proper we have
Ug T X s O.Ž .Z
Finally we obtain
U y1 y1 y1 y1T X l g x s K .C l g O l g x s K .C l g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Z
s Z x .C ,Ž .K
y1Ž .where we have used that K.C is closed in g O .
 4 Ž .1.5. Let a s span e, f , h be an sl 2 -triple in g such thatC
w x w x w xe, f g s , h g k , and e, f s h , h , e s 2 e, h , f s y2 f .
Ž . Ž .Denote by Z a the centralizer of a in K and by C a its componentK K
w xgroup. Then by 9 we have
C e s C a .Ž . Ž .K K
In particular if x and C are as in Subsection 1.4 and x s e we obtain
Z x .C s Z a .C.Ž . Ž .K K
Ž . Ž .1.6. Let G s GL n, C s GL n . For a partition of n
r s r , r , . . . , r G r G ??? r s n ,Ž . Ý1 2 1 2 i
Ž U U .we will denote by r* s r , r , . . . the corresponding dual partition.1 2
Recall that nilpotent G-orbits in g are parameterized by partitions of n. If
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a nilpotent element x corresponds to a partition r then we have
1
U Uy1dim g x s r r y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ý i i2i
Ž . Ž .1.7. Let G s O n, C s O n be the orthogonal group. Then nilpotent
G-orbits in g are parameterized by partitions r of n such that card r :i
4r s 2 j is even for any j. If a nilpotent element x corresponds to ai
partition r then we have
1 2U U Uy1dim g x s r r y 2 q r if n is even,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 iy1 2 iy1 2 i4 i
1 2U U Uy1dim g x s 1 q r r y 2 q r if n is odd.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 iy1 2 iy1 2 i4 i
w xWe refer to 7 for a proof of these formulas.
2. CLASSICAL SYMMETRIC PAIRS
2.1. For positive integers p and q we set N s p q q. Let V s C pqq
and let s: V “ V be a complex linear involution, defined as id on
C m = 0 [ V and as yid on 0 = C n [ V . We define the involutionq y
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . u on gl V by u X s sXs. Set G s GL V , g s gl V , K s g g G :Ä
ÄŽ . 4  Ž . 4  Ž . 4u g s g , k s X g g : u X s X , p s X g s : u X s yX . We sayÄÄ Ä
ÄŽ .that g , l is a symmetric pair of type AIII.Ä
Ž .Let ?, ? be a nondegenerate bilinear form on V. We say that V is an
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e ,v -space if u, ¤ s e ¤ , u and su, ¤ s v u, s¤ . Here e , v s
Ž .q1, y1. For x g g denote by X* the adjoint with respect to ?, ? and setÄ
Ä y1G s g g G : g* s g . 4
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since u X* s u X *, u induces an involution on G. Set K s
 Ž . 4  Ž . 4  Ž . 4g g G : u g s g , k s X g g : u X s X , p s X g s : u X s yX .
Ž . Ž .We call g , l the classical symmetric pair defined by the e , v -space V.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We remark that the cases e , v s 1, 1 , 1, y1 , y1, y1 , y1, 1 define
respectively the symmetric pair of types BDI, DIII, CI, CII. Clearly
Ž . Ž .p s q if v s y1 and p and q are even if e , v s y1, 1 .
Ž . w x2.2. Next we recall the classification of K-orbits in N s from 5 . We
observe first that
Äk s X g g : X V ; V , X V ; V , 4Ž . Ž .Ä q q y y
s s X g g : X V ; V , X V ; V . 4Ä Ž . Ž .Ä q y y q
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ÄGiven a nilpotent orbit O s K. X, X g s we can find a Jordan basisÄ
X j¤ : 1 F i F k , 0 F j F r y 1i i
such that
¤ g V e s q, y , X ri ¤ s 0, and r G r G ??? G r G 0.Ž .i e i 1 2 k
Ž . Ž .To such a nilpotent we associate a signed Young tableau r O s r X s
ŽŽ . Ž ..r , e , . . . , r , e :1 1 k k
e ye e ???1 1 1
e ye ???2 2
...
e ye ???k k
Here the ith row has length r and e s e if ¤ g V ; the number of q'si i i e
Ž .resp. y's appearing is p resp. q. Denote by T p, q the set of all such
tableaux. Then the above construction establishes a bijection between
Ä Ž .nilpotent K-orbits in s and T p, q .Ä
Ž . Že , v .Ž .Given e , v as before, we denote by T p, q the collection of
signed Young tableaux with the following properties:
Ž .1 BDI case. Even length rows appear in pairs, the rows of a pair
beginning with opposite signs.
Ž .2 DIII case. Even length rows appear in pairs, both rows of a pair
beginning with the same sign; odd length rows appear in pairs, the rows of
a pair beginning with opposite signs.
Ž .3 CI case. Odd length rows appear in pairs, the rows of a pair
beginning with opposite signs.
Ž .4 CII case. Even length rows appear in pairs, the rows of a pair
beginning with opposite signs; odd length rows appear in pairs, the rows of
a pair beginning with the same sign.
Ž .Then two elements X, Y g N s determine the same K-orbit if and only
Ä Ž . Žif they determine the same K-orbit. This implies that the set N s rK of
ÄŽ .. Ž .nilpotent K-orbits in N s imbeds into N s rK. Under the identificationÄ
Ä Ž . Ž .of nilpotent K-orbits in s and T p, q , the set of K-orbits in N sÄ
Že , v .Ž .corresponds to T p, q .
2.3. A choice of a u-stable Borel subalgebra b in g is equivalent to aÄ
 4choice of an ordered basis S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V such that ¤ g V j V1 N i y q
for 1 F i F N. Let b s h q n be a Levi decomposition of b. We shall
assume that in the basis S the elements from h are represented by
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diagonal and elements from n by upper triangular matrices. We choose
the increasing sequence s s 0 - s - ??? - s s N such that ¤ g V for0 1 k i e
 4s q 1 F i F s , 1 F j F k, and ¤ g V . Put S s ¤ , . . . , ¤jy1 j s ye j s q1 sjq 1 jy1 j
Ž .and let V s span S . We shall say that the elements in S form thej j j
Ž .jth-group. If S ; V we write sign S s e .j e j
Ä ÄŽ .Next, we are going to construct x g n l s such that K . xs K n l s .Ä Ä
 4 Ž .Set I s 1, . . . , N and view it as an ordered set in a natural way . First we
 4 Ž . Ž .shall define inductively a map j : N = N “ I j ‘ . Let j 1, 1 ??? j 1, r1
be a maximal increasing sequence such that
¤ g V « ¤ g V .j Ž1 , i. e j Ž1 , iq1. ye
Ž . <w xWe set j 1, j s ‘ for j ) r and ¤ s 0. Suppose that j 1, t y 1 = N1 ‘
has been defined. Denote by V 9 the vector space spanned by ¤ : i fi
Žw x .4 Ž . Ž .j 1, t y 1 = N . Then j t, 1 , . . . , j t, r is the maximal sequence sucht
that the previous condition is fulfilled with respect to V 9. Again, we set
Ž .j t, j s ‘ for j ) r . We continue until r q ??? qr s N. When this is thet 1 t
Ž .case we set j i, j s ‘ for i ) t. Now we define x g n l s by theÄ
conditions
x¤ s ¤ .j Ž i , j. j Ž i , jq1.
ÄTHEOREM 2.1. Let x be the nilpotent element defined abo¤e. Then K . xs
ÄŽ .K n l s .Ä
Ä ÄŽ .Proof. We have K n l s s O for a single K-orbit. Hence the theo-Ä
Ä Ärem will follow if we show that G. y ; G. x for any y g n l s. On theÄ
Ž j. Ž j.other hand the last statement holds if and only if rank y F rank x
Ž .for any j. Further, observe that for any z g n l s we have z V ;Ä i
V [ ??? [ V . As a consequence, z induces the operator z oniq1 k 1
[ W rW , where W s V [ ??? [ V for 1 F i F k and W s 0.1F iF k i iq1 i i k kq1
Ž j. Ž j.Clearly we have rank z s rank z . We conclude that the theorem will1
follow from the next lemma.
Ž . Ž .2.4. Suppose that X g End V is such that X V ; V . Leti iq1
 4 t s min dim V : 1 F i F k . Define t inductively by t s min dim V :0 i m m i
4  4dim V / t , . . . , t . Denote further w s card i: dim V F t and writei 0 my1 m i m
w s 0.y1
LEMMA 2.2. For w q 1 F j F w we ha¤em mq1
rank X ky j F w t q w y w t q ??? q w y w tŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 0 1 m my1 m
q j y w t .Ž .m mq1
Proof. Set d s dim V . For a fixed j as above we havei i
im X ky j s X ky j V q ??? qX ky j V .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 j
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Furthermore for any i such that 1 F i F j we obtain the inequality
dim X ky j V F min d , . . . , d . 4Ž .i i kyjqi
Combining this with the previous formula we conclude
dim X ky j V F min d , . . . , d q ??? qmin d , . . . , d . 4  4Ž . 1 kyjq1 j k
All the minimum values in the last formula are F t . At most j y tmq 1 m
among them are equal to t and at most w y w are equal to t . Thismq 1 i iy1 i
implies the statement of the lemma.
Ž .2.5. Suppose that g , k is the classical symmetric pair arising from the
Ž .e , v -space V. Write N s 2 s q c, c s 0, 1. Then we have possibly c / 0
Ž . Ž .only when e , v s 1, 1 . In this case we also assume that p and q are not
both odd. Observe that the dimension of a maximal isotropic subspace of
V is equal s. Choose a maximal isotropic subspace V and lets
 4F : 0 s V ; V ; ??? ; V0 1 s
be the full flag in V . We shall call F a maximal isotropic flag. We say thats
the flag F is u-stable if the subspace V is u-stable for any i. In this case ui
induces an involution u on the quotient space V rV . Set e s 1 resp.i i iy1 i
e s y1 if u s id resp. u s yid, and define the signature of the flag Fi i i
Ž . Ž .by sign F s e , . . . , e . Clearly, the group K acts on the set of u-stable1 s
Ž .flags. Given a u-stable flag we denote by b F the u-stable Borel subalge-
Ž .bra stabilizing F. Then the correspondence F ‹ b F induces a bijection
between the K-conjugacy classes of u-stable maximal isotropic flags and
the K-conjugacy classes of u-stable Borel subalgebras. The following result
follows immediately.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let b be a u-stable Borel subalgebra in g stabilizingi
the maximal isotropic flag F , i s 1, 2. Then b and b are K-conjugate if andi 1 2
Ž . Ž .only if sign F s sign F .1 2
Ž . 2.6. Suppose that g , k is as in Subsection 2.5. Let I s 1, . . . , s,
4  40, ys, . . . , y1 if p q q s 2 s q 1 and I s 1, . . . , s, ys, . . . , y1 other-
 4wise. Set S s ¤ : i g I . We consider S to be ordered with orderingi
Ž .determined by the sequence of indices 1, . . . , y1 . We call S a u-stable
basis if the following is true:
Ž .1 For any i g I, ¤ g V j V ;i q y
Ž . Ž .2 For i, j g I such that i G 0 we have ¤ , ¤ s d e , wherei j i, yj i
e s e if ¤ g V ;i i e
Ž .3 ¤ g V if and only if ¤ g V , in case v s 1;i e yi e
Ž .4 ¤ g V if and only if ¤ g V , in case v s y1.i e yi ye
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Ž . Ž . Ž .By observing that V , V s 0 if v s 1 and V , V s V , V s 0q y q q y y
if v s y1 the following result follows immediately:
LEMMA 2.4. Let F be a maximal isotropic u-stable flag. Then there exists
 4a u-stable basis S s ¤ , i g I in V such that the flagi
 4  4  4  40 ; span ¤ ; span ¤ , ¤ ; ??? ; span ¤ , . . . , ¤1 1 2 1 s
is K-conjugate to F.
Denote by b resp. b the u-stable Borel subalgebra in g resp. gÄ0
associated with the u-stable basis S. Write b s h q n so that the elements
from h resp. n are represented in the basis S by diagonal resp. upper
triangular matrices. We use analogous notation for b . Denote by n resp.0
n the nilradical of the Borel subalgebra opposite to b resp. b . Observe0 0
that n l g s n. We are going to use the algorithm described in Subsec-0
Ž .tion 2.3 to find the generic element in K. n l s . In fact, since the set I is
 4ordered, it is clear that we can define a map j : N = N “ I j ‘ exactly
as in Subsection 2.3.
Ž .2.7. We assume that the symmetric pair g , k is of type BDI. Let S be
a u-stable basis as in Subsection 2.6. Then S determines uniquely an
increasing sequence s s 0 - s - ??? - s such that all the vectors in the0 1 k
 4  4groups S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ , S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ for 1 F i F k andi s q1 s yi ys yŽ s q1.iy1 i i iy1
 4 Ž .S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ , c¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ have the same sign and sign S0 s q1 s 0 ys yŽ s q1. ik k
Ž . Ž . Ž .s ysign S , i - k. Clearly sign S s sign S . We are going to applyiq1 i yi
the algorithm j described in Subsection 2.3 with respect to the decomposi-
tion S s S j ??? j S j S j S j ??? j S . Denote by h the signed1 k 0 yk y1
Young tableau obtained in this way. Since the number of groups at each
step of the algorithm is odd we conclude that the diagram h defines the
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .K-orbit O in N s . By Theorem 2.1, K .Os K n l s . Hence if we showÄ0
Ž .that O l n / B then it will follow that Os K n l s . We are going toÄ Ä
discuss only the case when p and q are even, the other cases being
Ž .analogous. Without any loss of generality we assume that j 1, k q 1 s s
Ž . Ž .and that j 1, i s yj 1, 2 s q 2 y i for i - s. We replace the vectors ¤ s
X X  4 Ž X X .and ¤ by the vectors ¤ , ¤ g span ¤ , ¤ such that ¤ , ¤ s 0 andys s ys s ys s ys
Ž X X . Ž X X . Ž X .¤ , ¤ s ¤ , ¤ s e . We denote the new basis by S9 s ¤ , i g I . Lets s ys ys s i
I be the set of indices used in the first step of the algorithm j and let I1 2
 X 4be its complement in I. Set V s span ¤ , i g I , j s 1, 2. Then we havej i j
the orthogonal decomposition V s V [ V . By induction we assume that1 2
Ž . Ž .there is a maximal isotropic flag F in V such that sign F s e , i g I .2 2 2 i 2
Clearly we may also assume that ¤ X is orthogonal to F . Now we use theys 2
Ž .vectors ¤ ; i g I , i ) 0 to extend F to a maximal isotropic flag F in Vi 1 2
Ž . Ž .such that sign F s e , . . . , e . Next we choose a u-stable basis corre-1 s
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sponding to F by Lemma 2.4. We use this basis to define a nilpotent
element x g s as in Subsection 2.3. Then by Proposition 2.3 we conclude
that x g K.b , as desired.
Ž .2.8. We assume that the symmetric pair g , k is of type CI. Let S be a
u-stable basis as in Subsection 2.6. Then S determines uniquely an increas-
ing sequence s s 0 - s - ??? - s s s such that all the vectors in the0 1 k
 4  4groups S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ , S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ for 1 F i F k havei s q1 s yi ys yŽ s q1.iy1 i i iy1
Ž . Ž .the same sign and sign S s ysign S , i - k. Clearly in this casei iq1
Ž . Ž .sign S s ysign S . We apply the algorithm j described in Subsectioni yi
2.3 with respect to the decomposition S s S j ??? j S j S j ??? j1 k yk
S . Denote by h the signed Young tableau obtained in this way. Since they1
number of groups at each step of the algorithm is even we conclude that
Ž .the diagram h defines a K-orbit, say O, in N s . Moreover, if we use the
ÄŽbasis S to define x g s , we have x g b. Since by Subsection 2.3, K n l0
Ä. Ž .s s K . x, we conclude that K n l s s K . x.Ä
Ž .2.9. We assume that the symmetric pair g , k is of type CII. Let S be a
u-stable basis as in Subsection 2.6. We define the groups S , S fori yi
Ž . Ž .i s 1, . . . , k as in Subsection 2.8. In this case sign S s sign S . Wei yi
apply the algorithm j with respect to the decomposition S s S j ??? j1
S j S j ??? j S . Then for the purposes of the algorithm S j Sk yk y1 k yk
will be treated as a single group. Since the number of vectors in S j Sk yk
is even we conclude that at each step the length of a row in the diagram h
is odd. In general the diagram h does not represent a nilpotent orbit in s.
We are going to modify the diagram h to obtain the orbit O in s
characterized by the following two properties:
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .1 K.O ; K n l s ;Ä0
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .2 K.O ; K .O 9; K n l s , O 9 ; s implies O s O 9Ä0
Consider the first pair of rows in h. Let 2 l y 1 be the length of the second
row. Since the central signs of the first two rows are equal, the number of
positive resp. negative signs in the first two rows is t [ k q l y 1. We
move the last 2k y 1 y t signs from the end of the first row to the end of
the second row. We obtain in this way a diagram h9 in which the first two
Ž .rows have the property 4 from Subsection 2.2. Denote by V resp. V 9 the
ÄK-orbit determined by the diagram h resp. h9.
ÄNext we show that there is no z g s such that V 9 n K . z; V . If this
Ä Ä Äwere the case, we would also have G.V 9 ; G. z; G.V. This would imply
Ž j. Ž j.further rank z ) rank y , y g O, for some j G t y 1. This is clearly
impossible. We proceed to modify the pairs of rows in h until we obtain
Ž .the signed Young tableau representing the orbit O in N s with the
Äfollowing property: there is no z g s such that O n K . z; V . In particular
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Ž .if O l n / B then Os K n l s . To prove that O l n / B we use
induction as in Subsection 2.7. In the present case, it is necessary to modify
Ž . walso the basis in V the notation from Subsection 2.7 . We refer to 5,1
xTable II, p. 323 for details.
Ž .2.10. Suppose g , k is of type DIII. Let S be a u-stable basis in V.
Then S determines uniquely an increasing sequence s s 0 - s - ??? -0 1
 4s s s such that all the vectors in the groups S s ¤ , . . . , ¤ , S sk i s q1 s yiiy1 i
 4 Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ for 1 F i F k have the same sign and sign S sys yŽ s q1. ii iy1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ysign S , i - k. Clearly in this case sign S s ysign S . We applyiq1 i yi
the algorithm j to define h. As in Subsection 2.9 we have to modify h to
Ž .obtain an orbit in N s . We proceed as follows. First we group the rows of
h in pairs beginning from the top. Clearly all the rows of h are of even
lengths. Suppose 2 l is the length of the second row. Write k y l s 2 a q b,
b s 0, 1. If the first two rows begin with the same sign we move the last 2 a
signs from the first to the second row. If they begin with opposite signs we
move the last 2 a y 1 signs in case b s 0 and 2 a q 1 last signs in case
b s 1, from the first to the second row. Now the difference of lengths of
the first and the second row is 0 or 2. In case it is 0 we move to the second
group. In case it is 2, let e , ye be the last two signs of the first row. We
move the pair e , ye to the next group of rows such that either both rows
in the group begin with e or one row in the group begins with e , the other
with ye , and their lengths differ by at least 4. The pair e , ye will be
placed at the end of the first row in the former case and at the end of the
row beginning with e in the latter case. Next we move to the second group
of signs and we repeat the first step. Eventually we obtain the orbit
Ž .O ; N s . In order to show that O is the biggest K-orbit contained in
ÄŽ .K n l s we have to use the criterion for closure relations between0
w xK-orbits from 6 . The proof that O l n / B is similar to the argument
from Subsection 2.7. The details of both verifications are omitted.
3. THE ASSOCIATED CYCLE OF A DISCRETE
SERIES REPRESENTATION
3.1. Let h be the abstract Cartan subalgebra of g. Denote by D the
Ž . qroot system of the pair g , h and choose a positive subsystem D ; D.
Suppose that M is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G .p R
Recall that the associated variety of M is defined as a subset of g*. Inp
w xfact we have 9
V M s O j ??? j O ,Ž . 1 kp
Ž .where O , . . . , O are K-orbits in N s . Moreover, all these orbits have the1 k
same dimension. The associated cycle of M is then defined as anp
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algebraic cycle
V M s m O q ??? qm O ,Ž . 1 kp 1 k
where m denotes the multiplicity of the irreducible component O ini i
Ž .V M .p
Let S be the lattice of weights of finite-dimensional G -modules. WeR
choose l g h* defining the infinitesimal character of M . Suppose that lp
is regular. Then there is a unique coherent family of virtual representa-
tions
m ‹ M m , m g S ,Ž .p
Ž . Ž .such that M 0 s M . Moreover the associated variety of any M m isp p p
Ž .well defined and contained in V M . In particular, the multiplicitiesp
Ž . Ž .m m of the irreducible components of M m are defined and thei p
function
l q m ‹ m mŽ .i
1 Ž .extends to a unique homogeneous polynomial h* of degree dim grh y2
dim O . We would like to compute this polynomial in certain special cases.i
3.2. We recall here a description of the associated cycle of a discrete
w xseries representation from 3 . Thus we assume in the following that
g has a compact Cartan subalgebra h . We choose an identificationR R
Ž .h , h. Let l g h* be the differential of the parameter of a discreteR C
series representation D . Let b be the Borel subalgebra spanned by thep
roots which are positive on l and let b be the opposite Borel subalgebra.
Denote by r the half-sum of positive roots and by r resp. r the half-sumc n
of positive compact resp. positive noncompact roots. Put
L s l y r q r .c n
UŽ . Ž .Set Q s K.b. Then we have g T X s K n l s . Let x g n l s be suchQ
Ž . Ž .that K . xs K n l s . Denote by a a copy of sl 2 determined by x s e as
Ž .y1Ž . y1Ž . Uin Subsection 1.5. Set g 9 x s g x l T X. By the assumption onQ
l, the weight L determines a line bundle L on Q. Denote by L X theL L
Ž .y1Ž .restriction of L to g 9 x . Now we have all the necessary notation toL
w xformulate a result from 3 which gives a geometric formula for the
associated cycle of D .p
PROPOSITION 3.1. The associated cycle of D is gi¤en by the formulap
y1 X U0V D s dim H g 9 x , L ? g T X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p L Q
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3.3. Denote by y the complex conjugation on V. Let s be the
hermitian form on V defined by
ts u , ¤ s us¤ , u , ¤ g V .Ž .
Observe that s is positive definite on V and negative definite on V . Forq y
X g g denote by X* the adjoint with respect to s . Then the unitary groupÄ
Ž .U p, q is defined by
y1ÄU p , q s G s g g G: g* s g .Ž . Ž . 4R
Ž . Ž Ž ..Than u X* s u X * and therefore u induces an involution on G .R
Denote by K the set of fixed points of u in G . Clearly, the complexifica-R R
Ž .tion of the pair G , K is a symmetric pair of type AIII.R R
Ž .Assume that V is a 1, 1 -space. Let t : V “ V be the complex conjuga-
2Ž .tion defined by t ¤ s s¤ . Then t is antilinear, t s id, and it induces a
Ž . Ž .complex conjugation on G to be denoted also t by t g s t gt . Denote
 Ž . 4by G the set of fixed points of t in G. If we set V s ¤ g V: t ¤ s ¤R R
then we have
G , g g GL V : gu , g¤ s u , ¤ , u , ¤ g V . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R
Ž .In particular, G is isomorphic to the orthogonal group O p, q . SinceR
tu s ut , u is also an involution on G . If K is the set of fixed points of uR R
Ž .in G then the complexification of the pair G , K is a symmetric pairR R R
of type BDI.
3.4. Denote by p the parabolic subalgebra containing b and defined
qby the simple compact roots in D . Let l be the Levi factor of p. Put
X s G.p , Q s K .p .1 1
Then we have a natural fibration
p: TU X “ TU X ,Q Q 11
with fibers isomorphic to the flag variety of l. Let g : T*X “ g* be the1 1
moment map of a G-homogeneous space X . Then p induces a map1
y1 Uy1g 9 x “ g x l T X .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Q 11
It follows that
y1y1Z a . p p ; g 9 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K
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In the next two subsections we will prove the following result:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Assume G s U p, q or G s O p, q . Let D be aR R p
discrete series representation of G such thatR
V D s OŽ .p
for a principal K-orbit O s K. x. Then p: TU X “ TU X induces a naturalQ Q 11
isomorphism
f y1y1Z a . p p “ g 9 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K
In particular, the mapping
y1p: g 9 x “ Z a .pŽ . Ž . Ž .K
is a fibration with fibers isomorphic to the flag ¤ariety of l.
Ž .Given a reductive group M resp. algebra m we shall denote by d M
Ž .resp. d m the dimension of the flag variety of M resp. m. Then if Y is a
generalized flag variety of parabolic subalgebras of M with Levi factor
isomorphic to M , then1
dim Y s d M y d M .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
By Subsections 1.4 and 1.5 in order to prove the theorem it will suffice to
verify that
dim gy1 x s d L q d Z a y d L l Z a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K K
Ž .3.5. Suppose first that g , k is of type AIII. Let O be a principal
K-orbit. Then the corresponding signed Young tableau is either of the
Ž . ŽŽ  4 . Ž . Ž ..form p q q, e if p s q or 2 min p, q q 1, e , 1, e , . . . 1, e if p / q,
 4  4where e s q if min p, q s q and e s y if min p, q s p. Since Theo-
Ž .rem 3.2 is evident if p s q we are going to assume that p ) q. Let p , Dp
be a discrete series representation such that
V D s O.Ž .p
The K-conjugacy class of u-stable Borel subalgebras defining p is com-
Ž .pletely determined by an ordered basis ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V such that1 pqq
¤ g V j V . We write S s S j ??? j S as in Subsection 2.3. Then byi q y 1 k
Ž . Ž .Theorem 2.1 we conclude that k s 2 q q 1, sign S s sign S s q and1 k
Ž .card S s 1 for 1 F i F q.2 i
Let x g n l s be the nilpotent element defined by Theorem 2.1.
 4Denote by V the subspace spanned by the vectors ¤ _1 j
 4¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ , namely by the vectors not used in the first step of the1 r q1 r q11 2 q
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Ž . Ž . Ž .algorithm. Set L s GL V . Since Z a , L = GL 1 , we have1 1 K 1
d l q dim Z a .p s d l q d l y d l l lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K 1 1
1
s p y q p y q y 1 .Ž . Ž .
2
On the other hand
1
y1dim g x s p y q p y q y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
by Subsection 1.6. This implies Theorem 3.2.
Ž .3.6. Suppose now that g , k is of type BDI. As before we are going to
assume that p and q are not both odd. Let O be a principal K-orbit. Since
Theorem 3.2 is evident when p s q we will assume that p ) q. Then the
ŽŽ . Ž . Ž .. Ž .tableau of O is given by 2 q q 1, q , 1, q , . . . , 1, q . Let p , D be ap
Ž .discrete series representation such that V D s O. Let b be a u stablep
 4Borel subalgebra corresponding to D . Let S s ¤ be an ordered up j
stable basis associated with b. Write S s S j ??? j S j S j1 k 0
S j ??? j S as in Subsection 2.7. It follows from the discussion inyk y1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Subsection 2.7 that sign S s sign S s q and card S s 1 whenever1 y1 i
Ž .sign S s y.i
Let x g n l s be determined by the algorithm from Subsection 2.7. In
y1Ž .order to determine the fiber g x we will consider separately the
following three cases:
Ž .1 p s 2m, q s 2n y 1;
Ž .2 p s 2m q 1, q s 2n;
Ž .3 p s 2m, q s 2n.
Ž . Ž .Assume that 1 is true. In this case sign S s y and k s 2n y 1.0
Furthermore
GL s = GL s y s ??? = GL s y s ; L,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3 2 2 ny1 2 ny2
and the quotient of these two groups is abelian. Denote by V the1
 4 subspace of V spanned by the vectors ¤ _ ¤ , ¤ , . . . ,i 1 s q 11
4 Ž . Ž Ž ..¤ , . . . , ¤ , ¤ . Set L s O V , O 2 m y n . Then0 yŽ s q1. y1 1 11
Z a s L = Z ,Ž .K 1 1
L l L , GL s y 1 = ??? = GL s y s y 1 = Z .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 ny1 2 ny2 2
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Here Z is a central subgroup in G and Z is abelian. It follows that1 2
d L q d L y d L l LŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
1
s s y s s y s y 1Ž . Ž .Ý i iy1 i iy12
y s y s y 1 s y s y 2 q m y n m y n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i iy1 i iy1
2s m y n .Ž .
On the other hand by Subsection 1.7
2y1dim g f s m y n .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Assume that 2 is true. In this case sign S s q and k s 2n. Further-0
more we have
GL s = GL s y s = ??? = GL s y sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 3 2 2 ny1 2 ny2
= O 2 m q n y s q 1 ; L,Ž .Ž .2 n
and the quotient of these two groups is abelian.
 4 Denote by V the subspace of V spanned by ¤ _ ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ , . . . ,1 i 1 r q1 01
4 Ž . Ž Ž ..¤ , ¤ . Set L s O V , O 2 m y n . ThenyŽ r q1. y1 1 11
Z a s L = Z ,Ž .K 1 1
L l L , GL s y 1 = ??? = GL s y s y 1 = Z .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 ny1 2 ny2 2
Ž .The groups Z and Z have a description analogous to 1 . We have1 2
d L q d L y d L l LŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
1
s s y s s y s y 1Ž . Ž .Ý i iy1 i iy12
2y s y s y 1 s y s y 2 q m q n y sŽ . Ž . Ž .i iy1 i iy1 2 n
y m q n y s m q n y s y 1 q m y n m y n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n
2s m y n .Ž .
On the other hand by Subsection 1.7
2y1dim g x s m y n .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Finally, we assume that 3 holds. In this case sign S s q and k s 2n.0
Observe that
GL s = ??? = GL s y s = O 2 m q n y s ; L,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 ny1 2 ny2 2 n
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and the quotient of these two groups is abelian. Let V be the subspace of2
Ž . Ž Ž . .V defined in Subsection 2.7. Set L s O V , O s m y n y 1 . Then1 2
Z a s L = Z ,Ž .K 1 1
L l L , GL s y 1 = ??? = GL s y s y 1Ž . Ž .1 1 2 ny1 2 ny2
= O 2 m q n y s y 1 = Z ,Ž .Ž .2 n 2
Ž .for Z and Z defined analogously as in 1 . A short computation gives1 2
d L q d L y d L l LŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
1
s s y s s y s y 1 y s y s y 1 s y s y 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i iy1 i iy1 i iy1 i iy12 i-n
2q m q n y s m q n y s y 1 y m q n y s y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n 2 n
2q m y n y 1Ž .
s m y n m y n y 1 .Ž . Ž .
On the other hand by Subsection 1.7
dim gy1 x s m y n y 1 m y n .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .3.7. We will apply Theorem 3.2 to compute the polynomial p L [
0ŽŽ X.y1Ž . X .dim H g x , L . Our discussion will cover only the cases G sL R
Ž . Ž .U p, q and G s O 2m q 1, 2n . The other cases from Subsection 3.6R
can be treated similarly.
Ž . YWe denote by X l the flag variety of l and by L the restriction of LL L
y1Ž . Ž Ž ..to X l identified with p p . To simplify the notation we write
Ž . XZ s Z a . Observe that p# L is Z-equivariant, and therefore it isK L
XŽ .determined by the representation of Z l P on the stalk p# L , whichL p
0Ž Ž . Y .is isomorphic to H X l , L . It follows thatL
y1 X X Y0 0 Z 0H g 9 x , L , H Z. p , p# L , ind H X l , L .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .L L Z l P L
We remark that the induction is considered in the algebraic sense. Evi-
Y0Ž Ž . .dently, the action of the unipotent radical of Z l P on H X l , L isL
trivial.
H Ž .Given a reductive group H we denote by V m the irreducible
Ž .representation of H with the highest weight m. Write L s l , . . . , l .1 pqq
An application of the branching rule for the restriction of a finite dimen-
w xsional representation 2 gives
H 0 X l , L Y s V Ll L1 m .Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝL
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Here the parameters m are determined as follows:
Ž . Ž . Ž1 If G s U p, q then m s m , . . . , m ; m , . . . , m ;R 2 s s q2 s1 2 3
.. . . ;m q 2, . . . , m and the range of possibilities for the m 's is speci-s s iky 1 k
fied by the conditions
l G m G l for s q 2 F j F s , i s 1, 3, . . . .jy1 j j iy1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž2 If G s O 2m q 1, 2n then m s m , . . . , m ; m , . . . , m ;R 2 s s q2 s1 2 3
.. . . ;m q 1, . . . , m and the range of possibilities for the m 's iss mqn i2 n
specified by the conditions
l G m G l for s q 2 F j F s , i s 1, . . . , 2n y 1,jy1 j j iy1 i
and
< <l G m G ??? G l G m .s q1 s q1 mqn mqn2 n 2 n
In particular, in both cases the parameters m are dominant. We conclude
that
P L s dim V L1 m ,Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž . Ž .with m specified by 1 and 2 .
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